2013-2014 Annual Out-of-State Full-Time Undergraduate Tuition and Fees in the W&M Peer Group

- SUNY at Binghamton: $18,389
- Rutgers University - New Brunswick: $27,523
- University of Georgia: $28,472
- University of New Hampshire: $29,216
- University of Delaware: $29,932
- University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill: $30,122
- Clemson University: $30,488
- University of Connecticut: $30,970
- Marquette University: $34,200
- University of California, Santa Barbara: $36,240
- University of California, Irvine: $37,386
- Yeshiva University: $37,600
- College of William and Mary: $38,440
- Syracuse University: $40,458
- Emory University: $44,008
- Georgetown University: $44,280
- Vanderbilt University: $44,359
- Wake Forest University: $44,378
- University of Notre Dame: $44,605
- Washington University in St. Louis: $44,841
- Boston University: $44,910
- Brown University: $45,612
- Boston College: $45,622
- Brandeis University: $45,856
- Tufts University: $46,598
- Dartmouth College: $46,753